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6 milling flats Teeth-device Adjustable lever handle

1KG ( 2.21lbs)
4KG ( 8.8lbs)
53CM ( 20.8inch)

Features: 
1. Metal adjustable lever handle for easy making slight adjustment and can be rest to any angle. 
    Ideal for clamping in a confined space, or a specific handle position is desired.
2. The metal-like engineering thermoplastic friction discs with teeth design offers a solid grip.
3. The storage length is 28.5cm and fully extend to 53cm with net weight 1kg only for compact & 
    portable.
4. Both ball joint stud with multi-milling flats that can fit into baby socket fast and hold object stable. 

KCP-101 MAX ARM
The Max arm is specially designed for lighting, video, film or stills use. The multi-positioning arm 
with 90° pivoting, 360° rotating ends and a 360° elbow rotates. The center adjustable lever handle 
to control and lock all three movements, which allows partial loosening for safe and precise 
positioning of a small light fixture or camera exactly at the angle you need it.  Both ends come
with a ball joint 5/8”(16mm) studs; one is tapped for a 3/8” and the other is tapped for a 1/4”. 
It is so versatile that can be set at any awkward position or odd place.

KCP-101W MAX ARM WITH WHEEL HANDLE
The function is as the same as KCP-101 Max Arm but with wheel handle which comes with
rubber cover. This is standard accessory designed to KCP-101W for more comfortable and 
better torque while tightening the round knob especially for those users without gloves in cold 
working environment. This is made by silicon rubber which offers excellent weather ability for 
long-lasting operation. 

1KG ( 2.21lbs)
4KG ( 8.8lbs)
53CM ( 20.8inch)
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KS-CB02 Quick Release Camera Plate 
The quick release plate is easy to set up and works great offering the ability to quickly move from
tripod to hand held photography.  Safety lock is also equipped to prevent the quick release from 
inadvertantly opening. The standard 3/8"-16 thread is tapped on the bottom and a 1/4"-20 reducer 
bushing is attached makes it compatible with flash brackets, tripods, light stands, Convi clamps, etc.

KS-CB01 CAMERA BRACKET
This Camera barkcet is designed for Max Arm. Constructed by aluminum die casting which makes it 
very lightweight and durable. In addition to a standard 1/4-20 inch thread mount for a small camera, 
it also comes with a 1/4'' to 3/8'' adaptor to meet different size of thread mount. Meanwhile, there are 
four 3/8'' female sockets availble on the bracket that can be connected two max arms from each side 
gives the most stable. The 7mm female socket is also built for the need of the umbrella reflector.  

Steadiest support w/ two arms

KS-CB03 Mini Ball Head W/ Hot shoe Adapter
It features a free move in all directoons for the ball head by loosening the one-action knob. The extra
groove allows the ball to tilt 90 degree in one direction. The hot shoe adapter is also equipped with 
a 1/4''-20 thread socket on the bottom of the solid aluminum-constructed ball head.

KS-039 Adjustable Cold Shoe Mount
It’s constructed by lightweight and durable aluminum providing a secure mounting option for virtually
any type of shoe-mounted device - radio slaves, speedlights, light meters, etc. It also comes with 
spring-tensioned adjustment knob accepts to ensure strength and a secure fit to almost any flat foot 
of flash. Standard 1/4"-20 mounting thread is tapped on the bottom for quickly and easily attach to 
flash brackets, tripods, light stands, Convi clamps, etc.



Applications of Max Arm

With two Max
arms on the bike 
for camera

With convi. clamp for camera

With convi clamp for lighting

With suction cup for DV

With convi. clamp for camera

With backlite
base stand for 
camera
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KCP-101CB Max Arm w/ Camera Bracket
This is specially-designed articulated arm with a 
camera plate and ideal for mounting a camera or 
a camcorder exactly at the position you desire. 
Works perfectly with Convi. clamp KCP-700 by baby 
stud with 6 milled flats on the neck of the Max arm.

KCP-101QW Max Arm w/Quick Release Plate                         
A variable friction Max arm equipped with a quick 
release camera plate for precise position. Works 
perfectly with Convi clamp KCP-700 or any clamps 
with 5/8’’ baby receiver.

KCP-101K Max Arm Kit
The Same fuction as KCP-101CB but with more standard 
accessories included Convi clamp KCP-710, Max Arm 
KCP-101, Camera Bracket KS-CB01 and backlite 
base 013BS.

KS-041 Hot Shoe Adapter 3/8" - 1/4’’ W/ Barrel Adapter
This adapter can fit on the hot shoe of most cameras. It terminates with a 3/8’’ to 1/4’’ threaded stud 
and is used as a Monitor Bracket or anything else that has a 1/4’’ -20 receiver. Two large knurled 
locking nuts are quipped for easy adjustment of the tension.  It comes with a 1/4’’ -20 double female 
barrel adapter as the standard accessory that makes the 1/4’’ -20 receiver is available. 
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KS-035 iPhone Holder Set
There're more than 100 different camera & video Apps specialized for iPhone. Most of them with 
very convenient or special effect tools which original iPhone camera don't offer. Some of the Apps 
can make iPhone as a very professional camera or more interesting tool with lots of fun. And Kupo 
KS-035 iPhone holder set offers the solution for mounting your iPhone into a tripod or even anything 
else when you need it ''to be mounted''.

Product Applications:
1. Convi Clamp + Max Arm + Camera bracket = A mobile tripod or a hand held stablizer.

2. Convi Clamp + Camera Stud + Micro Ball Head + iPhone holder.

3. Using your iPhone as a teleprompter.
An ideal tool to make your iPhone as a teleprompter with the iPhone holder set that will offer the solution 
for users who recording videos of themselves for marketing and sales to a professional looking video. 

Products in the box:

1) iPhone holder x 1
2) Micro Ball head x 1
3) Hot shoe adapter x 1
4) camera Stud x 1 
5) Tiny Clamp x 1
6) Camera Bracket x 1

Front view of the combinationand For taking portrait mode W/ iPhone holder & 
camera bracket on stand

 On the flat plank On the  round tube
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KCP-102 VISION ARM
The Kupo Vision Arm is functional, reliable, and durable articulated arm designed for a monitor or
light accessories. Two arms and two swivel ball-joint attachments are locked solidly by rotate the 
single central lever which is adjustable help easy change the position of lever for your desired 
position. In addition the hot shoe adapter 3/8’’ -1/4’’ w/ barrel adapter is equipped that easily 
allows you to connect together two things with different thread sizes

KCP-730B PINCER CLAMP
Pincer clamp is the mini version of Convi clamp with super lightweight and compact size advantage.
The pad on the jaw provide stronger grip on the round, square and flat shapes.  With 1/4" and 3/8" 
female sockets, it is an ideal for any lighting accessory. 

Weight：130 g       Loading weight： 5.5KG
Material Aluminum     Attachment 1/4’’ &3/8’’
Fit tube size：13~35mm  Fit flat surface size：5~20mm

Features:
1. Two jaws are aluminum extrusion makes it robust and durable.
2. Ergonomic aluminum casting knob offers better grip. 
3. 1/4’’ and 3/8’’ female sockets can be used simultaneously without space limitation.
4. Inside steel spring keeps the jaws move smoothly while twisting the knob.

Application

With KS-017 Universal 16mm Stud With KS-062 16mm Socket With KCP-730B Vision Arm

Weight : 300G ( 0.65 lbs)
Length:  25cm ( 10 inch)
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KCP-170 Hybrid Head
Mini version of double grip head (1.7’’ ) system that tapped with two V jaws for tubes size (4/8” ) 
13 mm and (3/8’’ )10 mm  in both sides.  Superior high-pressured gasket is equipped between 
two metal-like thermoplastic friction discs with teeth device and aluminum die-casting shells gives 
the most solid grip and precise position. Compact size ( dia. 43 mm ) and light weight (100 g) is 
ideal for car-mounted shooting,tabletop and product imaging as well as miniature work. 

KCP-172 Mini Articulated Arm-Single Section
Constructed by two Hybrid Heads and an aluminum tube ( dia.13 mm, 1.1 mm thickness and  
28.5 cm length) with matt black anodized. Each Mini Grip Head equipped the baby pin with 
multi-milling flats that can fit into baby socket fast and hold object stable.  The 3/8” and  1/4” 
threaded are tapped separately in each baby pin which allows to fit into variety of lighting and 
camera accessories.
Length:  28.5 cm ( 11.2 inch)
Weight:  280 g  ( 0.62 lbs)

KCP-173 Mini articulated arm- two sections
Similar function as KCP-172 but with additional one Hybrid Head and one aluminum tube. It’ s 
easy for positioning your camera accessories or small lighting fixture at any awkward position or 
odd place with Kupo Convi clamp. Ideal for clamping in a confined space, or a specific handle 
position is desired.
Length: 57 cm ( 22.5 inch)
Weight: 460 g ( 1 lbs)

Two different jaws for tube size 10 & 13 mm.
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